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The majority of these tips have appeared in club newsletters over the years.

Please note that you use them at your own risk as neither the Bristol Austin 7 

Club nor the authors can be responsible for the results of trying to fol low the 

instructions given.

Tappet Cover Gasket - Ian Moorcraft

We have all  changed tappet cover gaskets trying to stop oil  leaks only to f ind 

after a few miles you are back where you started. Some of this is down to poor 

alignment of the cover on the pre 1932 flat type tappet covers.

On these early blocks the land at the top of the block is so minimal that a good 

seal is diff icult to achieve. It’s hard to see why the top land wasn’t designed of 

similar depth to the sides and bottom, this can cause oil  leaks and more fumes 

than is considered normal.
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The later redesigned strip cork seal cover is far superior, but unfortunately can-

not be fitted to these pre 32 blocks.

You can see in the photo below, a standard cover f itted without the gasket and 

when l ifted up as far as the holes wil l  al low, there is actually an open gap into 

the valve chest along the top.
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You normally f ind that after a while in service the top of the cork gasket expands 

in the heat. It then sl ips out from under the cover and forms a pocket for the oil 

to collect between the cover and the gasket putting even more pressure on the 

bottom joint to hold oil .

Check your cover for f it,  i f  its l ike this one fi le the fixing holes at the bottom to 

allow the cover to be pulled up tight under the block. I  always stick just the top 

of the gasket to the top of the tappet cover with Evo-stik impact adhesive to 

keep it in place. I  also punch two extra holes along the bottom of the gasket for 

extra drainage.

I have never had a gasket sl ip out since the top was stuck down, so worth think-

ing about the next time you change the gasket.


